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IRON CHEST MASTER® POWERS
THROUGH THE COMPETITION!

West Palm Beach, FL – November 21,
2017 – Ron Williams is the creator of the
revolutionary workout machine, the Iron
Chest Master®, an innovative device that
maximizes the development of muscle
size and muscle strength, and completely
defines and sculpts the upper body. 

Ron Williams, the creator of Iron Chest
Master®, has won over 250 titles in the
Natural bodybuilding arena. As one of
the country’s leading experts in exercise
physiology, nutrition, and fat loss, Ron’s
proven style of training and methodology
has inspired thousands of individuals to
get into incredible shape. 

The Iron Chest Master®, is fully
adjustable to fit any body shape or
fitness level. The Iron Chest Master® has
a one-of-the-kind design that utilizes
ergonomic trolley grips and resistance
bands, to target the primary and
secondary muscle groups associated
with the push-up and bench press. The
Iron Chest Master® system provides
58% more peak muscle activation than
the bench press, and 46% more peak
muscle activation than the push-up.

http://www.einpresswire.com


The Iron Chest Master® also includes 4 different workouts and a nutrition guide tailored to maximize
your results in as little time as possible. Using the Iron Chest Master® “Build and Burn” workout, 30
minutes is all it takes to stimulate the muscle groups normally used in standard barbell and resistance
routines. With the Iron Chest Master®, you will achieve the body of your dreams, in little time, from
the comfort of your own home.

The Iron Chest Master®, saves you time on your workout without sacrificing your results. If you want
to be stronger and leaner than ever before, you owe it to yourself to order yours now! 

With offices in Miami and West Palm Beach, Big Cat Brandz is the leading new product placement
and branding company in the United States.  Big Cat Brandz can place any product into the hands of
the actual decision-making buyer, and we do that across all categories with every retailer.  What takes
everyone else months, if not years, takes us days.  For more information:  http://bigcatbrandz.com
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